
MADE IN CANADA

CONTAINERIZED SHIPPING SOLUTIONS

CONTAINMENT LINERS

LEAKPROOF 
PROTECTIVE LINER.
When secure containment is a must, you can count 
on Norseman’s Containment Liners to do the job. 
Our liners provide a protective barrier between 
the product and the container, preventing leaks 
or contaminants from compromising the shipping 
container.

Norseman’s Containment Liners are fabricated with a 
coated woven Polyethylene (PE) membrane and provide 
superior protection between the product and the container to 
accommodate the kinds of things you don’t want leaking, such 
as wet hides or caustic or contaminated materials. Containment 
Liners also contain spillage from products such as contaminated 
soil, shredded metal, corroded products and more. Norseman’s 
Containment Liners for 20’ and 40’ ocean containers are available in 
three grades, all fabricated with welded seams for leak protection.

In stock, ready to ship from one of our distribution locations.

Norseman’s Containment Liners are GEAR2PERFORM.

On-Demand Supply: Warehousing space and distribution locations across North America.
Exceptional Service: One-stop supplier of Fabric, Foam and Film Protective solutions.
Superior Quality: Manufacturing in North America since 1921.
Extensive Experience: Our Fiercely Reliable™ team will find a solution to fit your business.

Contact Norseman or your local Sales Representative to order today.

NORSEMAN, YOUR ONE-STOP SUPPLIER OF NORSEMAN, YOUR ONE-STOP SUPPLIER OF GEARGEAR22PERFORM.PERFORM.

1.800.661.8073  NORSEMANSOLUTIONS.COM 



FEATURES

CONTAINERIZED SHIPPING SOLUTIONS

For more information on Norseman protective gear, contact your local Sales Representative.

Full-body 
welded seams

Coated woven Polyethylene fabric

Easy handling;
one-person installation

LINER SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES

TUFF LINER
	Double-layered floor lined with an additional felt layer for  
 ultimate strength and unsurpassed protection.
	11 mil floor beneath a 20 mil floor topped with a felt layer   
 to absorb/contain brine and minimize forklift slippage,   
 punctures and tears.
	Total floor thickness, including felt: 50 mil.
	Norseman’s elite containment liner.

DURA LINER
	Double-coated floor liner.
	Durable coated 20 mil woven poly floor welded to  
 12 mil liner walls.
	Compact packaging for reduced freight and storage costs.
	Total floor thickness: 20 mil.
	Norseman’s most popular containment liner.

MAX LINER
	Single felt floor liner.
	20 mil woven poly floor topped with a felt layer to  
 absorb/contain brine and minimize forklift slippage,   
 punctures and tears.
	Total floor thickness: 40 mil.

SECURE CONTAINMENT YOU CAN RELY ON:

	A protective barrier between the product and   
 the container, to accommodate the kinds of   
 things you don’t want leaking.

 Fabricated with a coated woven PE membrane.

	Full-body welded seams reduce your contamination  
 risk.

	Easy handling, allowing for one-person    
 installation.

 Certified by ISO 9001–approved production facility.

	Available in three grades: Tuff, Dura and Max Liner.

	Available in standard 20’ and 40’ sizes.
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